Excursion Perth Zoo
Religion
We Belong/I am Special (Baptism)
These units both explore the Sacrament of Baptism and how everyone of us is unique and special.
Wonderful World (Prayer)
This unit of work focuses on exploring various aspects of creation and how we can care for creation. (link to
time in SEARCH Zone and excursion)

English
Reading
Targeted Guided Reading
Reading Strategies
- Eagle Eye, Lips the Fish, Stretchy Snake,
Chunky Monkey, Skippy Frog, Tryin’ Lion,
Helpful Hippo
Comprehension
- Main idea of text
- Make connections to personal
experiences

Writing
Sentence Structure
Handwriting (formation of letters, Peggy Lego
Handwriting Prompts – see attachment)
Recount Writing (who, what, when, where, why)
Punctuation/Grammar
- Capital letters (name and beginning of a
sentence)
- Full stops
- Exclamation marks
- Question marks

Spelling
Diana Rigg Spelling Program
First 100 Sight Words
Sounds (review short vowel sounds and sh, th, ch,
wh, ck, oo, ee, qu)

Mathematics
Number
Recognise, read, write and order numbers to 100
Partition numbers into tens and units
Fractions (half)
Measurement and Geometry
3D Shapes
HASS
History
Personal History
Creating a personal timeline of significant events

Mental Strategies
Friends of ten
Adding
- Starting from the biggest number
- Counting on
Statistics and Probability
Collect and display simple data

Health
Constable Care Incursion – Feeling Safe
Highway Heroes - Sticking Up 4 Me (Bullying)
Following rules to stay healthy

Technology and Enterprise
Design, create and evaluate (using recycled products)
Sustainability and caring for our environment

Visual Art
Creating artwork based on familiar places and objects (Zoo animals)
Experimenting with different materials to create and display original artwork (natural materials)

Specialist Subjects: Italian, Music, SEARCH Zone, Science and Sport

Letter Formation
We write in the New South Wales handwriting font
Practise your handwriting prompts, letter formation and writing your sight words
•
•
•
•
•
•

write in sand
write in shaving cream
write using a snap lock bag filled with paint
write on a mini whiteboard
write on a mirror or glass
write in chalk outside

Handwriting Prompts
Tall man

Sideways, sideways

Short man

Up and over bob down

Straight down and under

Verbal Prompts
We write in the New South Wales handwriting font

a = clever cut, up to join, short man
b = tall man, up and big fat belly
c = clever cat
d = clever cat, up to the top, tall man
e = sideways sideways, clever cat
f = starts like a clever cat, tall man, sideways sideways

Clever cat

Zig zag

g = clever cat, up to join, finish with a tail
h = tall man, up and over bob down
i = short man, dot
j = finish with a tail, dot
k = tall man, big fat belly, diagonal (like a zig zag)
l = tall man
m = short man, up and over bob down, up and over bob down
n = short man, up and over bob down
o = clever cat, around to join
p = tall man, up to big fat belly
q = clever cat, up to join, tall man
r = short man, up and over
s = clever cat, big fat belly
t = tall man, sideways sideways
u = straight down and under, short man
v = zig zag
w = zig zag, zig zag
x = zig zag, pencil off, zig zag
y = straight down and under, finish with a tail
z = sideways sideways, zig zag, sideways sideways

